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1 Introduction and Terms of Reference 

1.1 Scope 

PGN Geoscience Pty Ltd (“PGN”) was engaged by RSC MME (“RSC”) on behalf of Auzex Resources Ltd 

(“Auzex”) to review, assess and recommend usage of geophysical methods to improve targeting and 

structural context understanding of deposits in New Zealand, NSW and Qld in Australia.  Reports and 

data were provided to PGN and form the basis of this review and report. 

 

1.2 PGN Personnel and qualifications 

PGN Geoscience Pty Ltd is anAustralian based international consulting company with an office in 

Broken Hill and consultant in Melbourne and Broken Hill.  The report is authored by Dr Laurent 

Ailleres, one of the founder and principal of PGN.  Laurent has a PhD in structural geology and has 

over 15 years experience in academia and industry.  He now specialises in 3D geological modelling 

(both developments and applications) integrating geophysical interpretations (in 2d and 3D) with 

geological knowledge. 

 

1.3 Independence of PGN Consultants 

The recommendations made through this report are given in return of a commercial fee agreed 

upon between PGN and Auzex.  PGN relationship with RSC and Auzex is based entirely on 

professional association. 

 

1.4 Disclaimer 

PGN Geoscience makes every attempt to ensure the accuracy of the information, interpretations 

and recommendations contained in this document.  This advice is supplied on a confidential basis to 

the client in accordance with the terms of reference.  This is not a public document to be used for 

any other purpose.  In particular, we would like to emphasize that potential field data and 

interpretations are highly ambiguous.  As a consequence, this document may contain certain 

statements that involve a number of risks and uncertainties.   

PGN Geoscience, its employees and agents will not be responsible or liable for any loss, however 

arising, from the use of, or reliance on this information.   

The recommendations expressed in this document are given in good faith. 
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2 Executive summary – Recommendations summary. 

2.1 Petrophysics 

There is a need to assess and quantify the petrophysical characteristic of all lithologies at the 

different prospects.  It is also important to assess contrasting properties and whether they can be 

used to target specific parts of the mineralisation system.  The following should be considered: 

• Density measurements 

• Electrical properties measurements 

• Magnetic succeptibilities measurements 

•  

for barren and unaltered host lithologies, mineralised & altered lithologies (each type of alteration if 

possible) 

 

2.2 Surveys 

Although having high resolution survey is helpful, the scale of the targeting needs to be very 

carefully considered.  Changing scale during interpretation / targeting needs to be more integrated.  

E.g. over the Runningbrook prospect, there is a higher resolution survey that was designed to 

provide data at high resolution over the lease.  That data miss context and is out of scale when 

compared with either the larger scale regional magnetic data or the lower scale geological 

observations.  Geophysical data may be used to understand architecture not necessarily direct 

detection depending on the petrophysical characteristics of the mineralising system. 

 

2.3 Geology 

There is a possibly apparent focus on mineralisation only.  Most of the exploration efforts have been 

assessing different aspects of the mineralising system without really producing a geological 

understanding of the areas considered.  The collected data must be integrated into a solid geology 

map.  This should also incorporate information derived from the geophysical datasets available. 

 

2.4 Geophysical interpretation 

The geophysical interpretation must produce geological maps that are consistent and integrated 

with current geological knowledge and understanding.  These images should never be interpreted 

alone.  Multiple images should be produced to highlight different part of the geophysical signal, in 

other words, different part of the geology. 

For the Qld & NSW prospects, geophysical interpretation should at this stage be utilised to produce a 

regional scale interpretation of the architecture.  The architecture should be analysed to assess 

potential dilation sites, favourable to multiple fluid flow events and consequently highly prospective.  

Higher resolution surveys over target aras, at the right scale, could then be designed as long as the 

petrophysical results are supportive.  
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5 Review and Recommendation for further geophysical work at the 

Galala, Khartoum and Running Brooks prospects, Qld. 

5.1 Current exploration model and existing geophysical work 

The exploration model is similar to the exploration model in NSW and Auzex is exploring for 

Intrusion Related Gold deposits (Nicolson et al., 2011). The only geophysical data available were a 

regional magnetic survey (Fig. 9) and a high resolution survey over part of the Linbrook-

Runningbrook area (Fig.10).  Processing of the data was limited or non-existent and we will try to 

show how the proper utilisation of geophysical data (magnetics and gravity) could improve the 

exploration effort.  In particular, the proposed interpretations are usually highlighting some sort of 

fault network, with faults picked as straight discontinuities.  Although this is the right way to 

proceed, the faults should never be that straight and more importantly a fault network should be 

developed to highlight potential sites of dilation (fault intersections).   

At PGN Geoscience, most of our work revolves around describing architecture of terranes from the 

plate scale to the mine scale.  The use of magnetic and gravity is routine and greatly helps 

understand the regional architecture, the 3
rd

 dimension geometries and ultimately with targeting. 

The following pages demonstrate the process we usually go through to extract as much data as 

possible from the potential field surveys.   
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Fig. 9:  Regional TMI data.  The red outlines are the Linbrook / Runningbrook (LBRB) areas, the green outline 

corresponds to the Khartoum prospect and grey outlines North of the LBRB area highlights the Galala 

prospect. 
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5.2 Data processing 

Both regional and local datasets were processed through the following filters.  A short explanation is 

given regarding which geological feature is likely to be enhanced.  Images corresponding to the 

different filters are shown.  They obviously start to look like geological maps and could easily be 

interpreted and integrated with current geological knowledge. 

• Reduction to the pole:  This is applied so that the inclination and declination at the time of 

the survey are compensated for, simulating that the magnetic field had a vertical inclination.  

In an ideal world where one anomaly has only one source, this re-locates the magnetic 

anomalies directly above their potential source.  It is important to apply this filter as the TMI 

would otherwise contain some geometrical distortions that are not related to geology. 

• Using shading and different colormaps:  using different colormaps may help enhance 

different part of the image.  This is highly subjective and the images below show some 

examples.  High frequency data are usually better represented in grey.  Shading can also be 

applied to enhance the texture of the images.  However, one must be careful while 

interpreting from a shaded image has once again, this would introduce geometrical 

distortion. 

• High frequency filters:  1
st

 vertical derivative (1VD), AGC (Auto-gain correction) & Tilt 

derivatives (TDR) are commonly used to enhance high frequency (short wavelengths) 

anomalies.  These as a rule of thumb represent shallow geological features and very often 

boundaries between petrophysically contrasting geological masses.  The AGC is also useful 

to correct for varying depth of burial of similar body sources by correcting the amplitudes of 

similar wavelength anomalies to similar amplitudes.  This helps e.g. defining magnetic 

stratigraphy and their associated structures. 

• Low frequency filters:  low pass filters or upper continuations can be used to remove noise 

in the data of course but also more importantly to “chase” at deeper depth structures 

interpreted at the surface.  High frequency filters can be applied to the low frequency 

filtered images to enhance boundaries and structures at these depths.  Examples will be 

shown on the local magnetic dataset over the Linbrook / Runningbrook prospect.   

• Composite images:  This consists in making a composite image by draping the RTP image 

over a high frequency filtered image, combining textural information from the RTP 

(indication of lithologies) with structural information and creating a pseudo-geological map.  
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i 
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Fig. 11:  Regional TMI data, zoomed in to the region of interest including the Linbrook / Runningbrook, 

Khartoum and Galala prospects.  Different processes and filters are applied to enhance different part of the 

signal.  a) TMI; b) RTP; c) shaded RTP;  d) shaded grey RTP;  e) RTP 1VD;  f) RTP AGC;  g) shaded RTP AGC;  h) 

RTP TDR;  i) shaded RTP TDR & j) Analytical signal (AS).  Note that most geophysical datasets are provided by 

geophysical acquisition companies only as TMI, RTP, 1VD and AS.  Obviously more filters can be applied and 

are sometimes much more efficient in imaging geology from geophysical datasets.   
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5.5 Khartoum prospect 

The only available magnetic data for the Khartoum prospect is the regional survey.  The data seems 

to show two main intrusions in the SW part of the image aligned in a NW-SE trends.  The reminder of 

the image shows the intrusion deepening to the NE without much structure being made visible even 

in the high frequency.  There is potential for remanence in the core of both intrusions which would 

make further modelling harder unless characterised.  The TDR shows that the body to the NE of the 

main two intrusions could be a deeper intrusion of different magnetite content and distribution. 

 

 

 

a  
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b 

Fig.17:  Close up on the regional magnetic data over the Khartoum prospect.  a) RTP;  b) shaded RTP TDR data.   
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